If the patient be allowed to sit up, the dropsy in the legsmay get worse. This is not an evil, because if the dropsy be unavoidable (on account of the state of the heart), it is better that it should be in the legs than in the lungs ; particularly as, if necessary, the fluid can be withdrawn from the legs by tapping. It follows that in cardiac dropsy no good is obtained by keeping the legs up or by raising the foot of the bed. On the other hand, in dropsy due to the blocking of veins, such as occurs after typhoid fever, or after a confinement, the legs must never be allowed to hang down. Every precaution must be taken to guard the legs from scratches, and if they occur they must be covered by antiseptic lotions' at once.
As the maintenance of the strength is so'important, the patient must, if asleep, be waked to take his nourishment and' medicine at the appointed hours. If the patient be able to sleep for any length of time he is either really better or he hasgiven up the fight and his sleep is the coma which precedes death. If he be really better, he will fall asleep again as soon as he has swallowed his food, so that there need be no hesitation in disturbing him. If he be giving up the struggle, his last chance consists in rousing him to take hisfood, medicine, or stimulant. The food should be given in small quantity at a time, because a distended stomach presses the diaphragm upwards and interferes with its full action. As the quantity must be small, nourishment must be given frequently.
The mind and the will exercise a great influence over the muscular strength, consequently the nurse must encourage her patient in every way. The effect of a few cheering words is very stimulating. In some cases patients suffer after a few days from great pain round the lower ribs. Apart from lung complications, this is usually due to theexhaustion of the diaphragm and respiratory muscles brought on by overaction and by coughing. Various Upon arrival I find the child suffering acutely and the mother very distressed. I ask for and obtain two largeclothes-horses for the purpose of erecting a steam tent. With these we surround the bed, leaving an opening on theside nearest the fire. We pin on our hangings and cover over the roof. I now make the child more comfortable,, renewing the fomentation applied to the throat, at the sametime showing the mother a better way of fomenting. I hang up a thermometer inside the tent, put the steaming kettle in position, also arranging that there shall be a supply of fresh air without a draught being caused.
Ere The training of these nurses is one of the special objects of the hospital. There is no language to learn as English is spoken and understood. The work is distinctly mission work, and all connected with it must be those who desire to give themselves to Christian as well as to medica work, and must be able to take the services for the outpatients and in the wards, &c. The climate is not healthy' but with care it need not be dangerous. You cannot reckon upon anything under 7s. 6d. or 8s. per day for a short stay, and even for those terms it is necessary to look about. Men who can go anywhere, and don't mind roughing it, can find accommodation at lower rates, but not so women, and outside the big towns prices are even less moderate, on account of lack of competition. Anyone making the trip had better write to me saying exactly the amount of time and money at their disposal and I will advise to the best of my ability.
The Exhibition Itself.
There is naturally an immense amount to be seen, and it is therefore well to arrange in your own mind some kind of plan of sightseeing, so that no time may be wasted. If you intend to devote three days to the show (entrance Is., children 6d.) settle what sections you will see and what may be avoided, for when I remind you that the buildings cover 100 acres, you will understand that much must be left unseen, and that is no loss when tastes differ so much. I love machinery, but others hate it and abhor the noise and smell. I loathe everything to do with China and Japan, and it gave me no pain to forego looking at the really wonderful things in the Japan section ; but then there are those who love such things and marvel again at my devotion to the " Hall of Clans."
Undoubtedly one of the greatest attractions is the Permanent Art Gallery, which will endure when the Exhibition of 1901 will have disappeared. The " Hall of Clans" is to me (and all who can claim some connection with the Highlands) a most enthralling spot.
The Scottish Home Industries Association attracts large crowds; the section is always full of spectators gazing at the picturesque spinning wheels in motion preparing the wool for the homespuns and tweeds in which we all delight for our tailor-made costumes.
The Tea-Rooms. 
